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These days for sorting out Wi-Fi issues HTC has planned to change the entire method that makes
the HTC One X. Many users who are using HTC One X are facing signal problems and area
complaining to the company and HTC has apologized to its users but still on the other hand it claims
that it is a secluded problem. The smart phone admirers who have purchased the quad-core HTC
flagship handset have noticed that the Wi-Fi indication is not as superior as it can be in anticipation
of squeezing a definite fraction of the handset, instantaneously restoring a complete signal.

As a result HTC has taken a pledge and has ensured that the company would definitely amend the
manufacturing procedure of the Wi-Fi antenna that would perform at its peak and would not create
any problem that how you touch your handset. HTC has stated that after searching the secluded
reports of Wi-Fi connectivity matter in the smart phone HTC One X the company has acknowledged
a fix that gives strength to the area of the handset in the region of Wi-Fi antennae connection points.

Moreover there are many customers who are facing this kind of signal problem so especially for
those instantaneous steps have been put into practice into the production process for preventing
these kind of issues in the future. HTC has also committed that the company would ensure you a
great experience to every customer moreover apologizes also for the trouble caused by this issue
and a thorough investigation has been conducted by our company.

Our office staff would provide a warm welcome to the sufferers of this problem which also includes
all those who sent their handsets to the company for repairing and has been returned to them
untouched because the repairers of HTC could not find any problem in their handsets. Itâ€™s very
difficult find out that how isolated the problem is. The issue of One X is the opposite of the death
grasp that also affected the iphone 4 as the signal strength immediately drop down in the same
particular day of HTC one X. Seeing all that the antenna design is a very complicated business
particularly when settled by the pressures of constructing exhibiting slim handsets.

Check out the HTC best android handset â€“ htc sensation xe deals @
http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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